Digital Collections for Libraries

Field-defining books and journals in 

**humanities, social sciences**, and **mathematics**

**HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES** Hosted at read.dukeupress.edu

- **e-Duke Books** 140 frontlist titles, term access to 2,700 backlist titles
- **e-book Subject Collections**
  - African American, African, and Black Diaspora Studies (350+ titles)  
  - Anthropology (550+ titles)  
  - Art and Art History (150+ titles)  
  - Asian Studies (300+ titles)  
  - Gender Studies (600+ titles)  
  - Latin American Studies (600+ titles)  
  - Music and Sound Studies (100+ titles)  
  - Religious Studies (100+ titles)

**Pick-and-Choose e-books** Title-by-title purchasing with discounts starting at 25 titles

- **e-Duke Books Archive** 1,200 titles published before 2008
- **e-Duke Journals** 51 journals

**Tikkun Archive | Black Sacred Music Archive** Archival content for these out-of-print journals

**Key subject areas** anthropology, art history and theory, Asian studies, critical ethnic studies, cultural studies, film and television studies, gender and sexuality studies, history, Latin American studies, literary studies, philosophy, political science and theory, science studies, sociology

**MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS** Hosted at projecteuclid.org

- **Duke Mathematical Journal** One of the world’s top ten mathematics journals
- **DMJ 100** An archive of the first 100 volumes (1939–1999) of the *Duke Mathematical Journal*
- **Euclid Prime Collection** 30 journals from a variety of publishers
- **MSP on Euclid Collection** 11 journals from MSP

**Key subject areas** applied mathematics, logic, mathematical physics, mathematics, probability, statistics

Find out more about our collections at dukeupress.edu/libraries.